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Overview

• Goal of the Course


• Organisation 


• Literature recommendations


• Particle physics - Overview and open questions


• Experiments and techniques in particle physics
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Goal of the Course

• Overview over

• highly energetic hadron colliders


• Particle detectors at the LHC


• Physics of the Standard Model at high energies


• Signatures of New Physics beyond the SM


• Analysis techniques


• Outlook on planned experiments


• Continuation in the summer:

• Precision measurements at lepton colliders


• Astroparticle physics


• Cosmic radiation


• Dark Matter, Dark Energy


• Neutrinos
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In general: 
Focus on latest results, 
general overview over the 
field of High Energy Physics 
(HEP) from an experimental 
perspective
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Organisation

• Time and place: 

• Mondays, 14:00 - 15:30


• Physik II, Seminarraum PH 127


• Prerequisites:

• Introductory lecture to Particle, Nuclear & Astrophysics


• Exercise Classes: None


• Exams: On request


• Slides: Available on-line 
www.mpp.mpg.de -> Veranstaltungen -> Vorlesungen
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Literature

• In addition - Basics: 
• D.H. Perkins, “Introduction to High Energy Physics”, Cambridge University Press 2000

• F.Halzen, D.Martin, “Quarks & Leptons”, Wiley&Sons 

• Ch. Berger, “Teilchenphysik”, Springer 

• R.K.Ellis, W.J.Stirling, B.R. Webber, “QCD and Collider Physics”, Cambridge Univ. Press


• More detailed / advanced: 
• M.Peskin, “Beyond the Standard Model”, hep-ph/9705479

• J.Ellis, “Beyond the Standard Model for Hillwalkers”, hep-ph/9812235

• M.Herrero, “The Standard Model”, hep-ph/9812242 


• Particle Data Group:   pdg.lbl.gov  (-> “reviews, tables and plots”, -> “exp. Methods”…)


• SPIRES HEP library:  http://slac.stanford.edu/spires/ 

• www.cern.ch, www.desy.de, www.fnal.gov, www.slac.stanford.edu, www.kek.jp
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An up-to-date book (incl. Higgs discovery): Basics and material covered in lecture:

Mark Thomson, Modern Particle Physics, Cambridge University Press 2013

http://www.kek.jp
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Schedule
1. Introduction	 12.10.
                    
2. Particle Detectors I	 19.10.
                            
3. Particle Detectors II	 26.10.
                             
4. Accelerators	 02.11.
                    
5. Trigger, Data Acquisition, Computing	 09.11.
                                            
6. Monte Carlo Generators and Detector Simulation	 16.11.
                                        
7. Tests of the Standard Model	 23.11.
                                   
8. QCD, Jets, Proton Structure	 30.12.
                                   
9. Higgs Physics I	 07.12.
                       
10. Higgs Physics II	 14.12.
                        

----------- no lecture -------------	 21.12.
                                            
----------- Christmas ---------------------


11. Supersymmetry	 11.01.	 
                      
12. Top Physics	 18.01.
                   
13. Other models beyond the SM	 25.01
                                 
14. Future Collider Projects  	 01.02                                                                                      
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Connecting the Smallest and Largest Structures
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“Astroteilchenphysik in Deutschland”, http://www.astroteilchenphysik.de/, und darin angegebene Referenzen

http://www.astroteilchenphysik.de
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Connecting the Smallest and Largest Structures
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“Astroteilchenphysik in Deutschland”, http://www.astroteilchenphysik.de/, und darin angegebene Referenzen

http://www.astroteilchenphysik.de


The fundamental building 
blocks of matter and their 
interactions form the

Standard Model

of particle physics
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Particle Physics: The Standard Model
• detailed knowledge about the structure of matter based on decades of 

experimental and theoretical work
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Particle Physics: The Standard Model
• detailed knowledge about the structure of matter based on decades of 

experimental and theoretical work
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The stuff we are made of: 

• Protons and Neutrons consist 

(mainly) of u and d Quarks

• Atoms have an “electron 

cloud”
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Particle Physics: The Standard Model
• detailed knowledge about the structure of matter based on decades of 
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The stuff we are made of: 

• Protons and Neutrons consist 

(mainly) of u and d Quarks

• Atoms have an “electron 

cloud”

Discovered 2012: Generation of mass via the Higgs field
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Generation of Mass - Nobel Prize 2013
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The Nobel Prize in Physics 2013 - François Englert, Peter Higgs
"for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our understanding of 
the origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which recently was confirmed through the 
discovery of the predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at 
CERN's Large Hadron Collider"

CERN, July 4, 2012 
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So what makes the Higgs field so special? It breaks the intrinsic symmetry of the world. In nature, 
symmetry abounds; faces are regularly shaped, flowers and snowflakes exhibit various kinds of geo-
metric symmetries. Physics unveils other kinds of symmetries that describe our world, albeit on a 
deeper level. One such, relatively simple, symmetry stipulates that it does not matter for the results if a 
laboratory experiment is carried out in Stockholm or in Paris. Neither does it matter at what time the 
experiment is carried out. Einstein’s special theory of relativity deals with symmetries in space and time, 
and has become a model for many other theories, such as the Standard Model of particle physics. The 
equations of the Standard Model are symmetric; in the same way that a ball looks the same from what-
ever angle you look at it, the equations of the Standard Model remain unchanged even if the perspective 
that defines them is changed.

The principles of symmetry also yield other, somewhat unexpected, results. Already in 1918, the 
German mathematician Emmy Noether could show that the conservation laws of physics, such as 
the laws of conservation of energy and conservation of electrical charge, also originate in symmetry. 

Symmetry, however, dictates certain requirements to be fulfilled. A ball has to be perfectly round; the 
tiniest hump will break the symmetry. For equations other criteria apply. And one of the symmetries 
of the Standard Model prohibits particles from having mass. Now, this is apparently not the case in our 
world, so the particles must have acquired their mass from somewhere. This is where the now-awarded 
mechanism provided a way for symmetry to both exist and simultaneously be hidden from view.

The symmetry is hidden but is still there
Our universe was probably born symmetrical. At the time of the Big Bang, all particles were massless 
and all forces were united in a single primordial force. This original order does not exist anymore — its 
symmetry has been hidden from us. Something happened just 10–11 seconds after the Big Bang. The 
Higgs field lost its original equilibrium. How did that happen?

It all began symmetrically. This state can be described as the position of a ball in the middle of a round 
bowl, in its lowest energy state. With a push the ball starts rolling, but after a while it returns down 
to the lowest point.

However, if a hump arises at the 
centre of the bowl, which now 
looks more like a Mexican hat, the 
position at the middle will still be 
symmetrical but has also become 
unstable. The ball rolls downhill 
in any direction. The hat is still 
symmetrical, but once the ball has 
rolled down, its position away from 
the centre hides the symmetry. In 
a similar manner the Higgs field 
broke its symmetry and found a 
stable energy level in vacuum away 
from the symmetrical zero posi-
tion. This spontaneous symmetry 
breaking is also referred to as the 
Higgs field’s phase transition; it is 
like when water freezes to ice.

The universe was probably created symmetric, and the invisible Higgs 
field had a symmetry that corresponds to the stable position of a ball in 
the middle of a round bowl. But already 10–11 seconds after the Big Bang, 
the Higgs field broke the symmetry when it moved its lowest level of 
energy away from the symmetrical centre-point.

Time

10 seconds-11Big Bang
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Neutrino Masses - Nobel Prize 2015
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The Nobel Prize in Physics 2015 - Takaaki Kajita, Arthur McDonald
"for the discovery of neutrino oscillations, which shows that neutrinos have mass"
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faster than light in vacuum. In the water, the light is slowed down to 75 per cent of its maximum speed, 
and can be “overtaken” by the charged particles. The shape and intensity of the Cherenkov light reveals 
what type of neutrino it is caused by, and from where it comes.

A solution to the enigma
During its first two years of operation, Super-Kamiokande sifted out about 5,000 neutrino signals. This 
was a lot more than in previous experiments, but still fewer than what was expected when scientists esti-
mated the amount of neutrinos created by the cosmic radiation. Cosmic radiation particles come from all 
directions in space and when they collide at full speed with molecules in the Earth’s atmosphere, neutrino 
showers are produced.

Super-Kamiokande caught muon-neutrinos coming straight from the atmosphere above, as well as those 
hitting the detector from below after having traversed the entire globe. There ought to be equal numbers 
of neutrinos coming from the two directions; the Earth does not constitute any considerable obstacle to 
them. But the muon-neutrinos that came straight down to Super-Kamiokande were more numerous than 
those first passing through the globe. 

This indicated that muon-neutrinos that travelled longer had time to undergo an identity change, which 
was not the case for the muon-neutrinos that came straight from above and only had travelled a few dozen 
kilometres. As the number of electron-neutrinos arriving from different directions were in agreement with 
expectations, the muon-neutrinos must have switched into the third type – tau-neutrinos. However, their 
passage could not be observed in the detector.

Muon-neutrinos 
give signals in
the water tank.

COSMIC 
RADIATION ATMOSPHERE

SUPER-
KAMIOKANDE

Light detectors 
measuring Cherenkov 
radiation

1 000 m

Muon-neutrinos 
arriving directly 
from the 
atmosphere

Muon-neutrinos 
that have travelled 
through the Earth

CHERENKOV 
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PROTECTING 
ROCK

40 m

SUPER-
KAMIOKANDE

NEUTRINOS FROM 
COSMIC RADIATION

KAMIOKA, JAPAN

MUON-
NEUTRINO

Super-Kamiokande detects atmospheric neutrinos. When a neutrino collides with a water molecule in the tank, a rapid, electrically 
charged particle is created. This generates Cherenkov radiation that is measured by the light sensors. The shape and intensity of the 
Cherenkov radiation reveals the type of neutrino that caused it and from where it came. The muon-neutrinos that arrived at Super-
Kamiokande from above were more numerous than those that travelled through the entire globe. This indicated that the muon-
neutrinos that travelled longer had time to change into another identity on their way.
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The chameleons of space

They solved the neutrino puzzle and opened a new realm in particle physics. Takaaki Kajita and 
Arthur B. McDonald were key scientists of two large research groups, Super-Kamiokande and
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, which discovered the neutrinos mid-flight metamorphosis.

The hunt was on – deep inside the Earth in 
gigantic facilities where thousands of artificial 
eyes waited for the right moment to uncover 
the secrets of neutrinos. In 1998, Takaaki Kajita 
presented the discovery that neutrinos seem to 
undergo metamorphosis; they switch identities 
on their way to the Super-Kamiokande detec-
tor in Japan. The neutrinos captured there are 
created in reactions between cosmic rays and the 
Earth’s atmosphere.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the globe, scientists at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory in Canada, SNO, 
were studying neutrinos coming from the Sun. In 2001, the research group led by Arthur B. McDonald 
proved that these neutrinos, too, switch identities.

Together, the two experiments have discovered a new phenomenon – neutrino oscillations. A far-reaching 
conclusion of the experiments is that the neutrino, for a long time considered to be massless, must have a 
mass. This is of ground-breaking importance for particle physics and for our understanding of the universe.

Reluctant heroes
We live in a world of neutrinos. Thousands of billions of neutrinos are flowing through your body every 
second. You cannot see them and you do not feel them. Neutrinos rush through space almost at the speed 
of light and hardly ever interact with matter. Where do they come from?

Some were created already in the Big Bang, others are constantly being created in various processes in 
space and on Earth – from exploding supernovas, the death of massive stars, to reactions in nuclear power 
plants and naturally occurring radioactive decays. Even inside our bodies an average of 5,000 neutrinos 
per second is released when an isotope of potassium decays. The majority of those that reach the Earth 
originate in nuclear reactions inside the Sun. Second only to particles of light, photons, the neutrinos are 
the most numerous particles in the entire universe.

For a long time, however, their existence was not even certain. Quite the opposite; when the particle’s 
existence was proposed by the Austrian Wolfgang Pauli (Nobel Prize Laureate in 1945) it was mainly in 
a desperate attempt to explain conservation of energy in beta decay, a type of radioactive decay in atomic 
nuclei. In December 1930, Pauli wrote a letter to his physicist colleagues whom he addressed as Dear 
Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen. In this letter he suggested that some of the energy is carried away by 
an electrically neutral, weakly interacting and very light particle. Pauli, himself, hardly believed in the 
existence of this particle. He supposedly stated: “I have done a terrible thing, I have postulated a particle that 
cannot be detected”.

Torn between identities – tau-, electron- or myon-neutrino?
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A decisive piece of the puzzle fell in place when Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, SNO, performed their measure-
ments of neutrinos arriving from the Sun, where the nuclear processes only give rise to electron-neutrinos. Two 
kilometres below the Earth’s surface the rushing electron-neutrinos were monitored by 9,500 light detectors in 
a tank filled with 1,000 tonnes of heavy water. It is different from ordinary water in that each hydrogen atom in 
the water molecules has an extra neutron in its nucleus, creating the hydrogen isotope deuterium. 

The deuterium nucleus offers additional possibilities for the neutrinos to collide in the detector. For some 
reactions only the amount of electron-neutrinos could be determined, while others allowed scientists to 
measure the amount of all three types of neutrinos together, without distinguishing them from each other.

Since only electron-neutrinos were supposed to arrive from the Sun, both ways of measuring the number 
of neutrinos should yield the same result. Hence, if the detected electron-neutrinos were fewer in number 
than all three neutrino types together, this would indicate that something had happened to the electron-
neutrinos during their 150 million kilometre long journey from the Sun. 

Out of the over 60 billion neutrinos per square centimetre that every second reach the Earth on their 
way from the Sun, the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory captured only three per day during its first two 
years of operation. This corresponded to a third of the expected number of electron-neutrinos that should 
have been caught in the detector. Two thirds had disappeared. The sum however, if counting all three types 
together, corresponded to the expected number of neutrinos. The conclusion was that the electron-neutrinos 
must have changed identities on the way. 

SUDBURY NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY (SNO)

SNO

ONTARIO, CANADA

Electron-neutrinos 
are produced in the 
solar core. 

2 100 m

18 m

CHERENKOV 
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Both electron neutrinos 
alone and all three types of 
neutrinos together give sig-
nals in the heavy water tank.

Sudbury Neutrino Observatory detects neutrinos from the Sun, where only electron-neutrinos are produced. The reactions between 
neutrinos and the heavy water in the tank yielded the possibility to measure both electron-neutrinos and all three types of neutrinos 
combined. It was discovered that the electron-neutrinos were fewer than expected, while the total number of all three types of neutrinos 
combined still corresponded to expectations. The conclusion was that some of the electron-neutrinos had changed into another identity.
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Sudbury Neutrino Observatory detects neutrinos from the Sun, where only electron-neutrinos are produced. The reactions between 
neutrinos and the heavy water in the tank yielded the possibility to measure both electron-neutrinos and all three types of neutrinos 
combined. It was discovered that the electron-neutrinos were fewer than expected, while the total number of all three types of neutrinos 
combined still corresponded to expectations. The conclusion was that some of the electron-neutrinos had changed into another identity.
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The chameleons of space

They solved the neutrino puzzle and opened a new realm in particle physics. Takaaki Kajita and 
Arthur B. McDonald were key scientists of two large research groups, Super-Kamiokande and
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, which discovered the neutrinos mid-flight metamorphosis.

The hunt was on – deep inside the Earth in 
gigantic facilities where thousands of artificial 
eyes waited for the right moment to uncover 
the secrets of neutrinos. In 1998, Takaaki Kajita 
presented the discovery that neutrinos seem to 
undergo metamorphosis; they switch identities 
on their way to the Super-Kamiokande detec-
tor in Japan. The neutrinos captured there are 
created in reactions between cosmic rays and the 
Earth’s atmosphere.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the globe, scientists at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory in Canada, SNO, 
were studying neutrinos coming from the Sun. In 2001, the research group led by Arthur B. McDonald 
proved that these neutrinos, too, switch identities.

Together, the two experiments have discovered a new phenomenon – neutrino oscillations. A far-reaching 
conclusion of the experiments is that the neutrino, for a long time considered to be massless, must have a 
mass. This is of ground-breaking importance for particle physics and for our understanding of the universe.

Reluctant heroes
We live in a world of neutrinos. Thousands of billions of neutrinos are flowing through your body every 
second. You cannot see them and you do not feel them. Neutrinos rush through space almost at the speed 
of light and hardly ever interact with matter. Where do they come from?

Some were created already in the Big Bang, others are constantly being created in various processes in 
space and on Earth – from exploding supernovas, the death of massive stars, to reactions in nuclear power 
plants and naturally occurring radioactive decays. Even inside our bodies an average of 5,000 neutrinos 
per second is released when an isotope of potassium decays. The majority of those that reach the Earth 
originate in nuclear reactions inside the Sun. Second only to particles of light, photons, the neutrinos are 
the most numerous particles in the entire universe.

For a long time, however, their existence was not even certain. Quite the opposite; when the particle’s 
existence was proposed by the Austrian Wolfgang Pauli (Nobel Prize Laureate in 1945) it was mainly in 
a desperate attempt to explain conservation of energy in beta decay, a type of radioactive decay in atomic 
nuclei. In December 1930, Pauli wrote a letter to his physicist colleagues whom he addressed as Dear 
Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen. In this letter he suggested that some of the energy is carried away by 
an electrically neutral, weakly interacting and very light particle. Pauli, himself, hardly believed in the 
existence of this particle. He supposedly stated: “I have done a terrible thing, I have postulated a particle that 
cannot be detected”.

Torn between identities – tau-, electron- or myon-neutrino?More in the 
Summer Semester
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Fundamental Forces

• Four known Forces

• Gravitation governs our every-day life, evolution of the Universe


‣ It is irrelevant on the scales of particle physics

12

couples to mass couples to charge couples to weak

isospin

couples to 
color

Relative strength at low energies

~10-40 1/137 10-13 ~1
due to the high mass of W, Z:

W: ~ 80 GeV , Z: ~ 91 GeV
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Understanding the Universe
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Understanding the Universe

13

HEP Experiments

The Terascale: Energies of 1 TeV ( 1 000 000 000 000 eV ) and more
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History of Particle Physics

14

electroweak unification

the Standard Model
Higgs-
Mech.

Quarks (uds)Theory

charm

bottom

W Z top Higgs

Experiment

τ
ντg

1990

3 ν  
flavorsneutral currents

1960 1970 1980 20102000

1930 1940 1950 1960

QCD & asymptotic freedom

“Particle zoo” 
π, K, Λ,... 
Mesons, Baryons, 
Leptons

Neutron

Positron

ν hypothesis: β decay

Muon

mag. moment of the  
proton: sub structure!

ν oscillations: mass!
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Accelerated Expansion of the Universe: Dark Energy

• Discovery of the 
accelerated expansion of 
the Universe, discovery 
of Dark Energy: 
 
Observation of special 
distant supernova-
explosions 

15

Nobel Prize in Physics, 2011: Saul Perlmutter,  
Brian P. Schmidt, Adam G. Riess


"The Nobel Prize in Physics 2011 - Popular Information". Nobelprize.org. 12 Oct 2011
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Accelerated Expansion of the Universe: Dark Energy

• Discovery of the 
accelerated expansion of 
the Universe, discovery 
of Dark Energy: 
 
Observation of special 
distant supernova-
explosions 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Nobel Prize in Physics, 2011: Saul Perlmutter,  
Brian P. Schmidt, Adam G. Riess


More in the 
Summer Semester

"The Nobel Prize in Physics 2011 - Popular Information". Nobelprize.org. 12 Oct 2011
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Open Questions: Energy Content of the Universe

• Aus Rotationskurven schon lange 
bekannt: Galaxien enthalten viel mehr 
Masse als die sichtbaren Sterne


• In den letzten gut 10 Jahren hat sich das 
Verständnis grundlegend verbessert: Wir 
wissen, dass nur etwa 5% des 
Universums Teilchen des Standard-
Modells sind

• 1/4: Dunkle Materie - Ein neues Teilchen? 

Könnte am LHC erzeugt werden!


• 3/4: Dunkle Energie - Noch ohne 
Erklärung!

16

Ordinary Matter
Dark Matter
Dark Energy
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Fundamental Questions: Particle Masses
• How are the particle masses generated? 

In the Standard Model: The Higgs mechanism

17

• Two very different energy scales: The electroweak scale, and the scale of gravity: 
“Hierarchy Problem”

• But: Why are particle masses so different, and why are particles so light?
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Ideas for Solutions

• New symmetries and new particles at higher energies: 
Protection for the SM particles by cancelations in higher order loop 
contributions

18

• The most popular scenario: Supersymmetry -  A rich phenomenology to 
discover - and provides dark matter candidate!


• Many other possibilities: Large extra dimensions particularly attractive
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Fundamental Questions: Matter Dominance

• Today, the whole Universe consists of Matter: 
What happened to the anti-matter that was created in the Big Bang?

19

an imperfect symmetry!

• A slight preference (on the 10-9 
level) for matter over anti-matter 
is needed to explain 
cosmological observations


• CP violation can provide such 
an asymmetry...
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Fundamental Questions: Matter Dominance

• Today, the whole Universe consists of Matter: 
What happened to the anti-matter that was created in the Big Bang?

19

an imperfect symmetry!

• A slight preference (on the 10-9 
level) for matter over anti-matter 
is needed to explain 
cosmological observations


• CP violation can provide such 
an asymmetry...

... but the SM effect is by far not sufficient:

New CP violating processes are required 
at higher energy scales!
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Open Questions

• Short Summary: 
 
We expect New Physics beyond the Standard Model to get answers for at 
least some of these questions 
 
High expectations for LHC Experiments!

20

... with the discovery in 2012 we have not been disappointed!



Frank Simon (fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)

Experiments and Techniques in  
Particle Physics
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Strategies for Discovery in Particle Physics

22

• Two complementary approaches:

Direct searches at highest energies:


Production and detection of new particles

The Emphasis of this Lecture Series
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Strategies for Discovery in Particle Physics
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• Two complementary approaches:

Direct searches at highest energies:


Production and detection of new particles

The Emphasis of this Lecture Series

e+

e–

e+

e–

Z0 Z0

–

t
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e–

e+

e–

Z0

H

Precision measurements: 
 
Indirect evidence for new  
particles in virtual  
quantum loops
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The Tools: Accelerators & Detectors

23

• To study the smallest structures very high energies are necessary: 
Energy ⇔ distance (de Broglie - wavelength)


• Resolution d[fm] ~ 0.197/E [GeV]

Accelerators for highest energies,  
collisions in the lab frame: Colliders!

The biggest collider: 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC),


The “Weltmaschine”:  
10 000 scientists and engineers 
from more than 100 countries


Currently: Ramp-up of “Run 2”:  
Second phase of LHC running,  
energies of 13 TeV (6.5 TeV + 6.5 TeV)
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The most important Accelerators

24

2011

ILC / CLIC (?)  ?? (> 2025) 250 / 1500 15+15 / 25+25

1999 - 2010

1999 - 2008

1987 - 2011

2009 - 

SuperKEKB (KEK) 2016 - ? e+ e- 7 x 4 3.0

CEPC / FCC-ee  ?? (> 2025 / > 2035) e+ e- 120 / 175 50 - 70 / 100

FCC-hh  ?? (> 2035) pp 50 000 100
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Detectors / HEP Experiments

25

Illustration: CERN

46 m

25
 m
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Detectors / HEP Experiments

25

Illustration: CERN

46 m

25
 m

Collaborations of ~ 3000 
scientists that contribute to 
the construction, operation 
and data analysis
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Detectors: ATLAS
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Detectors: CMS
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4. Juli 2012: Long awaited...

28
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A possible Higgs Event

29

H -> γγ candidate
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A possible Higgs Event

30

H -> ZZ* -> µµµµ
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Successful Higgs Search

• Fully confirmed signal, at a mass of 125.1 GeV - up to now perfectly 
consistent with the expectations for the SM Higgs

31
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Outlook

32

Next Lecture: October 19


Detectors I, F. Simon


